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The paper deals with three nonideal effects, often neglected in the literature, which affect the current and potential

profiles along a bare electrodynamic tether. The first appears when the size of the tether cross-section width is large
enough to have potential barriers for the probe radius in the radial effective potential energy of the plasma electrons.

The tether is not able to capture the orbital-motion-limited current law and is said to operate beyond the orbital-

motion-limited regime. It is shown that this effect can be accurately modeled by just scaling the tether characteristic

length according to a dimensionless factor depending on tether and plasma properties. The high-bias approximation
in the orbital-motion-limited current collection law, normally assumed in past work, is discussed. The third effect

becomes relevant when the cathodic plasma contactor potential drop is nonnegligible compared with the product of

the tether length and the motional electric field. Numerical simulations performed with a newly developed tether flight
simulator across a wide range of mission scenarios and design parameters shows that the first effect can be safely

ignored for preliminary tether mission design. The cathodic plasma contactor potential drop, however, increases the

deorbit time of kilometer-length tethers in a nonnegligible way. In the extreme case in which the tether is less than a

few hundred meters long, such an effect would strongly deteriorate its deorbit performance.

Nomenclature

A = tether cross section
B = geomagnetic field
Em = motional electric field
e = electron charge
h = tether thickness
I = tether current
I = tether short-circuit current
L = tether length
L = characteristic tether length
me;i = electron (ion) mass
N0 = unperturbed plasma density
p = tether perimeter
R = tether radius
Te;i = electron (ion) temperature
ut = unit vector from cathodic to anodic end
vs = tether-to-plasma relative velocity
w = tether width
ΔVHC = hollow-cathode potential drop
σ = tether conductivity
Φ = tether-to-plasma potential
Φp = plasma potential
Φt = tether potential

I. Introduction

BARE electrodynamic tethers (EDTs), first introduced in 1991 by
Sanmartin et al. [1], are an attractive device for deorbiting

satellites and the upper stages of rockets [2]. The system consists of a
few kilometers of an aluminum wire or tape left bare of insulation and
a plasma contactor at its cathodic end. The good electric contact with

the surrounding plasma provided by such a configuration allows the
tether to achieve a steady current, which is driven by the motional
electric field appearing in the tether reference frame due to the tether-
to-plasma relative velocity and the ambient magnetic field. The
interaction of this current with the ambient magnetic field yields a
drag force and the deorbiting of the satellite. Since the system is
typically very light, propellantless, and does not require power
supplies, EDTs are advantageous as compared to a thrust-based
deorbiting method [3]. The performance of bare EDTs in low Earth
orbit has been investigated by several authors in the past decade [1,3–
8]. In particular, a relatively simple analytical model has been
recently proposed to study the deorbiting time of tapelike, bare EDTs
in inclined circular orbits [9].
Until recently, the main design criterion of a bare EDT was aimed
at maximizing the ratio between the deorbiting force and the total
tether mass, leading to thin and long tethers with tapelike cross
sections of limited width (typically less than 2 cm). The latest results,
however, have pointed out the need to minimize not just the tether
mass but also the risk for the tether to be severed by small debris. This
last issue rules out round tethers because their sever probability is
about 1.5 orders of magnitude higher than a tape tether of equal mass
and length [10]. Depending on the characteristic of the orbit
(inclination and altitude) and the mass of the satellite, the tether can
have an optimal width well above 2 cm and an optimal length down to
3–5 km. For such a wide tether, the classical current profile analysis
should be revisited because the tether would not collect in the orbital-
motion-limited (OML) regime. In addition, the influence of the
nonzero potential drop of the cathodic plasma contactor, typically
larger than 20 V, must also be considered, as it may be no longer
negligible when compared to the total potential difference along the
tether, particularly for high inclination orbits and tethers as short as
3 km or less.
The Langmuir probe theory provides the OML current lawIOML,

which applies (within a certain parameter range) to an infinitely long
cylinder, at rest, in unmagnetized, collisionless, Maxwellian plasma
[11]. It is an upper-limit current law that holds for a probe radiusR
below a maximum radiusRmax.IfR>Rmax, then barriers appear at
the probe in the effective potential energy of the plasma electrons and
the collected currentIis belowIOML. BothRmax[12] and the ratio
I∕IOMLforR>Rmax[13] were computed using asymptotic theory in
the limit of high bias; i.e., for a tether-to-plasma biasΦand plasma
temperatureTe∼Tisatisfying the conditioneΦ∕kTe;i≫1. These
theories can be applied to tape tethers by just using the equivalent
radiusReq≈width∕4[12]. In past works, the high-bias ap-
proximation also was assumed to compute the tether current and
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potential profiles. The effect of a plasma velocity could play a role for
a tether orbiting in theFlayer, whereO is the dominant ion species
and the ion (ram) energy is large as compared with the thermal energy.
This effect was analyzed by looking for self-consistent solutions of the
stationary Vlasov–Poisson system [14]. However, stationary theory
falls in a paradox [15]. Recent numerical simulations of the
nonstationary Vlasov–Poisson system show that particle trapping
happens at the tether front, thus explaining the paradox [16].
In Sec. II, we revisit [1,3,4] and compute the current profile along
the tether in operational conditions beyond the OML regime. Both the
high-bias approximation and the exact current law are considered. A
numerical parametric survey is carried out, and the importance of the
different dimensionless parameters is highlighted. In Sec. III, we use
the novel tether flight simulator software BETsMA to study the
impact of the beyond-OML effect and the potential drop of the hollow
cathode on tether performance. The results are discussed in Sec. IV.

II. Current and Voltage Profiles

We consider a rigid and fully bare tether of lengthL, cross-section
areaA, and perimeterpmade of a conductive material of uniform
densityρand conductivityσ(see Fig. 1). Due to the tether-to-plasma
relative velocityvsand the ambient magnetic fieldB, an induced
electric field along the tetherEm ut·vs×Bappears in the tether
frame. Here,utis defined as the tangent unit vector along the tether
pointing in the direction of the electric current. The spatial variation
along the tether directionxof the faraway plasma potentialΦpis
given by the motional electric fieldEmprojected along the tether,
whereas that of the tether potentialΦtis due to ohmic losses. The
potential biasΦ Φt−Φpis then given by [1,17]

dΦ

dx

Ix

Aσ
−Em (1)

whereIxis the current along the tether, and0<x<L.
For a bare tether, electrons are collected along the anodic length
0<x<LAB, whereΦ>0. They are ejected by some plasma
contactor (e.g., a hollow cathode or a thermionic emitter device), at
the cost of a potential dropΔVHCat the cathodic end of the tether. An
alternative to the Hollow–Cathode is a bare-tether with cathodic
contact through thermionic emission by low-work-function materials
[18]. The lengthLAB, which is determined by the condition
Φx LAB 0, depends on the plasma conditions and must be
computed as part of the solution to the problem. For0<x<LAB,
two-dimensional probe theory provides the following law for the
electron current collected by a probe with potential biasΦ[19]:

dIx

dx
eN0
p

π

2e

me

s

×G
eΦ

kTi
;
Te
Ti
;
R

λDe

× Φ
p 1

2

πkTe
e

r

exp
eΦ

kTe
erfc

eΦ

kTe

s

(2)

whereTeandλDe(TiandλDi) are the electron (ion) temperature and
Debye length, respectively. The terms inside the bracket correspond
to the OML current collection law. The factor proportional to the
complementary error function (erfc) is very small for high bias
(eΦ∕kTe≫0), and it has been neglected in previous work.
The dimensionless functionGtakes into account the appearance of
potential barriers, which deviate the current collection from the OML
regime. For given values ofTe∕TiandeΦ∕kTi, there are no potential
barriers if the probe radiusR(R w∕4for a tape of widthw)is
below a maximum radiusRmax. For high biaseΦ∕kTi≫1,Rmaxand
the functionGwere computed in [12] and [13] using asymptotic
theory.
For convenience, we introduce the following characteristic
magnitudes and dimensionless parameters [3,17,19,20]:

I≡EmσA; Φ ≡EmL; β≡
eEmL

kTi
(3)

L ≡
9π2

128
×

1

G2β;Te∕Ti;R∕λDe
×
meσ

2

e3
×
Emh

2

N20

1∕3

(4)

whereh≡2A∕p. As compared with previous work [1,3], the
characteristic lengthL differs by the factorG2∕3. Sinceβis
proportional toL, and it is one of the arguments of functionG,
Eq. (4) is an implicit equation forL. For a midinclination orbit of a
height equal to 1000 km, typical ambient values areB∼0.3G,
N0∼10

11m−3,kTi∼kTe∼0.2 eV, andEm∼100 V∕km. A tether
withh∼0.1 mmwould haveL ∼2.7 kmandβ∼1350.
Using the dimensionless variables

i≡
I

I
; ϕ≡

Φ

Φ
; ξ≡

x

L
(5)

Eqs. (1) and (2) become

dϕ

dξ
i−1 (6a)

di

dξ

3

4
×ηϕ× ϕ

p 1

2

π

β

r

expβϕerfc βϕ
p

(6b)

with

ηϕ≡G βϕ;
Te
Ti
;
R

λDe
∕G β;

Te
Ti
;
R

λDe

As shown in [3], ion collection in the cathodic segmentΔIBCsatisfies
ΔIBC∕IB∼ jΦCj∕ΦA me∕mi

p
. The ion current collection in this

segment (ξB≡LAB∕L <ξ<L∕L ≡ξL) can be safely neglected for
the deorbiting mode (jΦCj∕ΦAandme∕miare small, typically), and
we writeIx∼ILAB ∼IL. The integration of Eq. (6a) in this
region yields

ϕC 1−iB ξL−ξB (7)

where we introduced the (positive) normalized potential drop
ϕC≡jΔVHCj∕EmL.
The dependence of the functionGon the tether normalized bias
eΦ∕kTiis very weak. For instance, changingeΦ∕kTifrom 300 to
3000 only produces a few percent of variation inG[13]. This weak
dependence is illustrated in Fig. 2, which shows the functionηϕfor

Fig. 1 Bare electrodynamic tether configuration.
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Te∕Ti 1and three different values of the ratioR∕λDe. FunctionG
has been computed following the procedure described in [13].
Figures 2a and 2b correspond to β 100andβ 1000,
respectively. Clearly,ηis very close to one unlessϕis very small: a
range not considered in Fig. 2 because the high-bias assumption used
in the asymptotic analysis in [13] breaks down. This range, however,
can be safely ignored in the analysis because the right-hand side
of Eq. (2) is of the order of the thermal current per unit
length;ith eN0p kTe∕2πme

p
.

The approximationηϕ≈1simplifies the analysis considerably.
The effect of the current collection drop due to a possible operation
beyond the OML regime just appears in the definition ofLdue to the
factorG−2∕3. Since the current collected by each transverse section of
the tether is a factorG2∕3smaller due to the appearance of potential
barriers, the characteristic lengthL must be larger. Under the
hypothesisη≈1, the mathematical problem of the beyond-OML
tether operation [Eqs. (6a) and (6b)] is exactly equal to the OML one.
We remark that parameters Te∕Ti,R∕λDi, andeEmL∕kTe,
involving tether and environmental properties, just appear inL; and
they are decoupled from the determination of the normalized
potential and current profiles.
If one assumes thatη≈1, then the integration of Eqs. (6a) and (6b)
in the anodic segment is straightforward. We first eliminateξby using
Eqs. (6a) and (6b). Imposing the boundary conditionsi0 0and
ϕ0 ϕA, andiξB iBandϕξB 0, yields

1−ϕ3∕2A g0−gϕA 1−iB
2 (8a)

ξB

Z
ϕA

0

dϕ

1−ϕ3∕2A −ϕ
3∕2 gϕ−gϕA

q (8b)

where

gϕ≡
3

4

π

β3

r

expβϕerfc βϕ
p

2
βϕ

π

r

(9)

Equations (7), (8a), and (8b) give the unknownsϕA,ξB, andiB.
Once these variables are known, the integration of system 6 with
conditioni 0andϕ ϕAatξ 0gives the potential and current
profilesϕxandix. The normalized averaged current along the
tether is

iav
1

LI

Z
L

0
Ixdx 1−

ϕA ϕC
ξL

(10)

Since the beyond-OML effect affects the definition ofL, the novelty
of Eqs. (7), (8a), and (8b) is the incorporation of the exact OML law.
The solutions of this model are shown in Fig. 3. Solid lines
correspond to the solutions of Eqs. (7), (8a), and (8b), ignoring the
term proportional to the complementary error function (high-bias
approximation); and dashed lines are their exact solutions for
β 1000. Figures 3a–3d show the characteristic valuesΦA,iB,
LAB∕L, andiavversusL∕L forϕc 0;0.05, and 0.25. In Figs. 3a–
3d, solid and dashed lines practically overlap, indicating the
goodness of the high-bias approximation for typical tether deorbiting
missions. The most important discrepancy (of the order of 10%)
happens inLAB∕Lfor the vanishing hollow-cathode potential drop
and the so-called long tether regime. Numerical calculations reveal
that the gap vanishes asβ→∞(not shown). We remark that such a
difference has almost no impact oniav[see Fig. 3d], which is the main
quantity determining the performance of the tether as a deorbit
device.

III. Impact on Deorbit Performance

The beyond-OML current collection model has been implemented
in BETsMA, which is a new tether flight simulator developed under
the FP7 project BETs [21]. This software, which includes a module to
simulate the tether dynamics and a tool to determine the optimal
tether geometry for a given mission, can be used to study the tether
performance in a broad range of conditions. It includes DROMO [22–
24], a robust and efficient orbital propagator based on a new
regularized orbital dynamics formulation.
A relevant scenario for space debris removal involves objects with
masses of the order of 1 ton orbiting at an altitude between 800 and
1000 km [25]. Here, we consider a deorbit mission of a 1000 kg
satellite from 800 to 500 km of altitude with a tether of length 3 km, a
width of 4 cm, and thickness of50μm. The orbit of the satellite,
initially circular, is perturbed by the Lorentz drag on the tether, which
is assumed perfectly aligned with the local vertical. For simplicity, we
assumed that the tether is equipped with two hollow cathodes at either
end, i.e., the Lorentz force acts along the full orbit (even at high
inclination, where a fraction of time the motional electric field would
reverse its direction). The geomagnetic field and electron plasma
density are computed with the International Geomagnetic Reference
Field and the 2012 International Reference Ionosphere models,
respectively. The starting date is set to 1 January 2005, which
corresponds to a solar minimum. This set of hypotheses makes
BETsMA a suitable software for preliminary mission design.
However, more complex (and computationally expensive) tether
simulations, including flexibility and lateral dynamics, would be
necessary for detailed analysis. In general, optimal tether design
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requires an iterative procedure involving models of different
complexity [26].
Figure 4, which includes simulations for three different tether
widths (w 4, 6, and 8 cm), highlights the beyond-OML effect on
tether performances. The deorbit times have been computed with
(TF) and without (T0) the beyond-OML effect, and we found the
error:TF−T0∕T0. The error, which is between 1 and 6%, increases
as the tape width is increased and the orbit inclinations are closer to
equatorial. We observe that the beyond-OML effect has a limited
impact on the deorbit time, and it can be safely neglected for a
preliminary tether mission analysis. This result is mainly due to two
causes:
1) The slow drop of the ratioI∕IOMLasR∕λDeis varied [13].
2) The beyond-OML operation mainly occurs at lower altitudes,
where the plasma density is high, the Debye length is small, and the
tether spends a short time. This issue also explains why the
percentage in Fig. 4 is almost constant for inclination above 60 deg.
Figure 5 shows the deorbit timeTFversus the initial value of the
orbit inclination for different values of the hollow-cathode potential
dropsΔVHC. The simulations were carried by assuming the OML
current collection law. Clearly, theΔVHChas an important effect on
tether performance for high-inclination orbits and it must be
considered in tether mission design. For instance, for an inclination
equal to 80 deg, one findsTF 162, 223, and 292 days for
jΔVHCj 0, 20, and 40 V, respectively.
Very wide and short tethers are seemingly attractive because they
are very compact and they present a low probability of severing. To

sever the tether requires debris of a size comparable with its
transverse dimension, and the debris flux decays fast with the debris
size [10]. The deorbit time of a very short tether, however, can be very
large, also due to the impact of the hollow-cathode potential drop.
This issue is illustrated in Fig. 6, which shows the deorbit time versus
the tether length of a 50 kg satellite equipped with a tether of a width
of 4 cm and a thickness of50μm. The initial orbit has 60 deg of
inclination and 800 km of altitude, and the simulations are stopped for
an altitude equal to 350 km. We observe that the deorbit time
increases very rapidly for tethers shorter than about 1 km. The
hollow-cathode potential drop effect is also more dramatic as the
tether length decreases.

IV. Conclusions

A high-bias orbital-motion-limited current collection law was used
in most past work. As shown in Fig. 3, the high-bias approximation
can be safely used. The OML hypothesis, however, is more sensitive
and depends on the mission and the tether width. It was remarked that
recent work suggests that wide tethers may considerably decrease the
probability of severing [10]. As Fig. 4 shows, the difference in tether
deorbit times considering the OML and the beyond-OML model are
about 1 to 6%. Such an effect can therefore be neglected for
preliminary mission analysis but should be included in more
advanced simulations.
The beyond-OML effect, as presented here, can be efficiently
incorporated into EDT flight simulators. This effect has been
included in the characteristic lengthL, which involves the
dimensionless factorG2∕3≡I∕IOML

2∕3. Using this new dimen-
sionless variable, the mathematical problem is equal to the classical
one [3,17]. However, since the factorGmay be computed at each
time step, its computation by the shooting method explained in [13]
can slow down the simulation. This can be solved by interpolation of
previously computed values ofGor by least-squares fitting. This last
procedure together with a semianalytical solution of the tether
current and potential profiles will be presented in a forthcoming
work [20].
Numerical simulations reveal the impact of the cathodic contactor
potential dropjΔVHCjon the tether performance. This effect,
commonly neglected in past work, is particularly relevant for short
tethers because the current vanishes ifEmL<jΔVHCj. For these
missions, one may consider the substitution of the hollow cathode by
a fully bare tether with thermionic emission along a cathodic segment
of the tether itself, as proposed in [18]. The use of a thin tether coating
with a low work function material (W 0.6 eV, emitted current
density1A∕m2at 300 K) may be an interesting and relatively simple
replacement for a hollow cathode. The weight of the hollow-cathode
system (about 4–5 kg) can be substituted by an increased length of
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tether (for instance, a thermionic segment of 1.5 km × 1.5 cm ×
100 μm). This would increase the average tether current to a certain
factor while avoiding the problem that no current is ejected below
certain length (EmL > jΔVHCj condition).
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